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1. 'Introduction

This report desoribes the experiments carried out on the first of a series of
cores built in the zero energy' eactoir DIMPLE in support of the general investiga-
tion of the reactor physics of Steam Generating Heavy Water (S.G.H.W.) reactors
which have been undertaken by the Water Reactor Physics Division .at A.E.S. Winfrith.
The experiments in later cores will be described in further reports. A companion
series of papers .cover'ing the DTMPLE experiments and the work undertaken in sub-
critical assemblies will be issued to compare the experimental data with theoretical
predictions based on the methods of calculation in current use at Winfrith.

DIMPLE (Deuterium Moderated Pile, Low Energy) was first construoted at A.E.R.E.
Harwell.in 1954., and was initially used to study heavy-water moderated lattices
including mockups of the DIDO/PkUTO reactors. It was subsequently u3ed'with a
reactor oscillator to provide'basic nuclear data. Its final use at'A.E.R.E. was to
carry out a preliminary study of S.G.H.W. type reactors'(i), (2). The reactor was
then dismantled and transferred to A.E.E. Winfrith where it has been rebuilt in a
considerably modified and more versatile form.

The first cores, which have been studied in DIMPLE at A.E.E. Winfrith are of
the S.G.H.W. type. An S.G.H.W. reactor core consists of a calandria .(i.e. an.
unpresaurised vessel with numerous "calandria" tubes passing through it), pressure
tubes which fit inside the calandria tubes, which themselves contain the fuel in
the .orm of multi-rod bundles of uranium .6xide rods canned in some suitable material
(see Pig. 5). .The power reactor fuel is cooled by light watter which -leaves the
pressure tubes as wet steam. The reactor may contain "superheat" channels to
recirculate the steam, separated in the steam drum, through the:reactor core.

The experiments described in this report are on a core in which the superheat
channels only are simulated in DIMPLE. Air was used in the pressure tubes in lieu
of dry steam. The work was undertaken during the.period June 17th0to August 3rd
1962. Since this report is the rirst of a series of similar accounts of experi-
mental work, the experimental techniques are described in some detail.

2. Description of DIMPLE as Constructed for this Experiment

2.1 Brief description of the DIMPLE reactor'

DIMPLE consists essentially of an altiminium reactor core tank, 8' 6"
diameter and 10' high, surrounded by a 21 thick graphite reflector (which may
be removed), and enclosed within a biological shield constructed of concrete
blocks some 4' . thick (Fig. i). A wide variety of reactor cores' may be
assembled in the core tank. The liquid moderator (D2 0 in this case, but which
can be H20 or an organic liquid) is stored in dump tanks situated in a pit a
short way from the reactor tank. Means of pumping the moderator into and
dumping the moderator out of the reactor tank are provided. .Aoillary plant
allows the moderator to be heated. quickly from ambient temperatures up to
900G and cooled again.

The reactor is normally taken to criticality by increasing the bulk
moderator level in the core tank, thereby providing a clean core for experi-
ments without control absorber perturbations. Two banks of safety rods are
provided (which are stationery either in or out of the core) together with
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continuously adjustable coarse and fine control rods if required.
Ionisation chambers and BF 3 proportional counters situated in the graphite
reflector provide flux instrumentation covering the six decades from 10 to
5.107 n/cm72 seo; peak centre core fluxes are about ten times these values.

The safety, control, and interlock circuitry has largely dispensed with
electromagnetic relays and consists of a "solid state" dynamic logic system,
the first of its type in the U.K. The instrumentation itself is largely
"transistorised", and it is intended to make it completely so as soon as
practicable. This equipment has been installed to obtain experience on
reliability under reactor conditions, and to provide performance statistics
.before application to larger plant (i.e. power reactors).

A more complete description of the plant is embodied in the DIMPLE
Safety Document (3) and an Engineering description (4) which will become
available shortly.

2.2 Description of the core

The particular lattice built into DI1PLE for these experiments was
similar in many respects (but not in fuel enrichment) to the S.G.H.W. lattice
previously studied in DIMPLE at A.E.R.E. Hardell (1). It consisted of 24
fuel channels arranged on a 9.5 inch square lattice pitch, as shown in
Figure 2. The pressure and calandria tube. (see Fig. 4) were of aluminium,
and their dimensions are given in Appendix I. The fuel (see Fig. 5), which
was made up in 14" lengths, consisted of a 90-rod bundle of 0.3" nominal
diameter uranium oxide pencils, enriched to 1 .7% U235, and canned, in 0.036"
wall aluminium; it was loaded into the pressure'tubes to a total height of
56" (i.e. four lengths).

The safety rods were divided equally into two banks of nine rods, each
bank operating in the half of the core adjacent to itspulley shaft. The
rods consisted of 1.66" O.D. (20 SWG thick) by 38" long cadmium tubes sand-
wiched between 20 SVIG aluminium tubes. Identical rods were used as fine and
coarse control devices. The positions of the rods are shown in Figures 2
and 3.

In order to allow insertion of experimental equipment into the core
without breaking into the D2 0 circuit, nineteen "search" tubes, of 1.5"
nominal internal diameter and 0.015" nominal wall thickness, were positioned
interstitially to the fuel (see Figures 2 and 3). These tubes could be
flooded with D 0 (to a height corresponding to the main moderator height)
from outside the core tank.

Four devices to detect moderator height were aituated in the corners of
the tank. Two of these, (the Herriott dk I and II moving probe instruments,
based on the conductivity principle) allowed measurement of moderator level
differences to + .1 mm, and absolute measurement to about ± .5 mm. A third
device (a float-type Evershed probe) was less accurate but provided signals
to the interlocks and safety circuitry. The fourth device,, a simple fixed
height conductivity probe, was used merely to back up one safety interlock
provided by the Evershed probe.
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In order to support the lattice structure within the tank various fuel
support and lattice platea weie fitted. Their position is shown in figure 3
and details are given in Appendix I.

3. Avproach to .Critical

In most of the cores studied in the SGBY experimental programme the pressure
tubes contain moderating "coolant". One of the means of loading such cores is'to
insert pressure tubes, which have previously been.loaded with fuel and "coolant":,
into the empty calandria. The core could thus be multiplying even when there was
no bulk moderator in the main tank. In order to standardise procedures it has
been laid down (3) that in all oases multiplication measurements must be made
whilst loading fuel, although strictly this is unnecessary in cores'with dry fuel.
A I Ocurie polonium beryllium source and several BF3 chambers were used for these
measurements. There were no substantial changes in the count rates recorded
during the fuel loading.

Having loaded the twenty-four pressure tubes with fuel, criticality was
approached by raising the level of the D20 moderator in the reactor tank. The
moderator height H was raisedlin discrete steps and the count rates C from BFP
chambers situated throughout the core were recorded. H2/C was plotted against H2.
At suitable points the safety rods were inserted to estimate their effect on
multiplication. The reactor was returned to the previous condition, and the normal
approach was. continued. The effect on multiplication of removing the "in-pile"
*experimental BF3 chambers was measured when the reactor was estimated to be about
1% sub-critical, based on the extrapolated critical height and a calculated value
of d'dh.. These were'finally removed and the moderator height.slowly raised until
the reactor was divergent. All the-above operations are detailed in reference 3.
The moderator level (measured by the EaI Herriott probe) at criticality was
158.45. cm. At this stage, all the search tubes in the core were still empty.

Typical approach curves from "in-pile" and "installed" BF3 chambers, together
with a sketch showing the counter and source. positions, aire given 'inFigure 6. It
is evident that; as one might expect, .those chambers nearest to the s6urce were
counting-a considerable number of neutrons direct fiom the source, thus preventing
them :giving.an early..prediction.of critical height.. The outermost chambers,
however, give a linear -relationship from about half critical height upwards.

To indicate fhe extent to which the various chambers can be relied on to give
early warning of reactivity the value of the effective reproduction constant keff
has been estimated at the "turn-over point" on each graph (see Fig. 6). The values
of keff have been deduced from the critical value of dp/dh and the assumption that
dp/dh is-inversely proportional to h2 . This assumption, rather than the more con-
ventional inverse hJ relationship, was chosen becauseit is conservative (i.e. over
estimates kof ) anil it takes some account of the increase of reflector saving (i.e.
geometric bucklig) with increasing core.height, which is most marked in a D20
moderated core, [The ^ne-group expression for a core of. bare height h, core radius

2 2. 2
R., and radial reflector saving % is L .l 2 dX which varies more

slowly than 13. ' '
b3 ..
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We conclude, from the values of keff marked on figure 6, that for large cores
of this type in DIMPLE. chambers Placed in fixed positions in the core tank.
relatively near to the neutron source are of less value until later on in the
approach. and for early predictions we must rely on the results from the "installed"
chambers situated in the. graphite reflector. All chambers do, however, give adequate
notice of the approach of, and position of, criticality, i.e. all graphs reach turn-
over point before keff exceeds 0.96.

4. Reactivity Measurements

4.1 Soale of reactivity

A11 reactivity measurements have been normalised to a scale based on the
steady diverging period of the super-critical reactor. The relationship
between period and reactivity used in this work allows for delayed U235, U238,
and photo-neutrons in a finite sized reactor (since the delayed neutrons have
a lower leakage probability than prompt neutrons). Appendix.II gives all the
information used to compute this relationship together with a very abbreviated
table. The theory will be published separately later, but is in essence that
of reference 5.

It would lengthen this report prohibitively to quote the actual doubling
times measured in every experiment. It is, .however, possible to correct any
reactivities quoted to a revised scale of reactivity, should this become
necessary, since doubling time measurements were only made in the range 15 to
45 seconds. To a good approximation therefore one may use a factor obtained
from the ratio of reactivities on the revised and present reactivity scales
corresponding to, say, a 30 second doubling time.

.4.2 Measurement of doubling time

The reactor instrumentation is not accurate enough for this purpose.
Experimental * inch diameter fission chambers were connected to 1430 A head
and main amplifiers coupled to 1070 B fast scalers. The output from the fast
scaler was connected toe two paralleled pairs of 1009 scalers series connected.
A switching unit connected to accurate timing pulses automatically starts,
stops, and resets each series pairof 1'009 scalers in sequence. Thus integrated
counts over predetermined time intervals may be observed. When the reactor is
diverging with a steady period the logarithm of these counts against time is a
linear function from which the doubling time.maylbe computed.

With two such channels in use, the doubling time was measured to ± 1% on
most occasions.. It was usually possible to obtain a steady period for about
two decades of flux rise, after which the dead time of the counting system was
apparent in the levelling off of the counts recorded.. The period of time
between the addition of reactivity ceasing and a steady period being reached
depended on the actual period, but was in general the time taken for the flux
to increase by about a third of a decade in flux. Fig. 7 gives typical
doubling time graphs, the lower diagram demonstrating (at much higher count.
rates than were used normally) the dead time effect.
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4.3 Rate of change of reactivity with moderator. height - dp/dh

The steady period corresponding to sever'al modebiator. heights above
criticality was measured, and the. excess reactivity'deduced plotted against
the height above critical. The slope of the .inear plot:gives dp/dh Fig* 8
illustrates a typical example. .

In order to investigate the.change of d/hwith moderator height these
experiments were repeated at various -insertions.Of .Ahe'*fine 'control rod.
Figure 9 gives the experimental results, .which.show'.fairly'.clear3y the effect
the end of the fulel has on an otherwise.smooth variation. 'On the same figure
we record the critical height versus insertion..of the."fine control rod. Zero
on the fine control rod scale* of Figure 9 correspondis to the'rod being Ljlly
inseited, .. the bottom of the rod being 38'cm from the:tank bottom in this
position. Individual measurements of ap/dh hive a standard. deviation of ± 2%
estimated from the consistency of the results.

The value of dp/Ah at the normal critical height (i.e.'with fine and
coarse rods removed and all search tubes filled with D2 0) was 0.160 ± 0.00%
cm- .

4.4 Fuel element reactivities

Although the.. majority of the fuel is -locked into the ̀ reactor.by a
security6cover which.is interlocked into the safety circuitry, thr'ee previously
selected fuel channels are available by opening locked and interlocked access

..covers.

* The pressure tubea'containing fuel under these access cbvers were
removed in turn, and the new critical height and dp/dh measured. The
reao'tivity.controlled was computed from the very simple ex ression,

° i where 6h was the change in critical height ana'.-5 the average Of

dP/&'6'measured at the two critical heights.'

The results of these measurements are given below in Table I. The errors
are based on the assumption that each value of dp/dh-is known to ± 2%.
Pressure tube reference positions refer to Fig. 2.:

TABLE I ;

Fuel Element' keactiitity'

c Critical1ht. -:d' Reactivity of fuel.Reactor -condition am-**t: i .¢=.,'*/''' hneCM - - channel%

Normal 157.90 .,.x.-

Pressure tube in J10 removed 163.63 ' . 0tS5 > ',O49.± 0.02

0 . 162.99 '. ;-23 i3 ' :0.72±0.02,

n JoG "163.87 '30 ' 0.84 + 0.02

Fuel clusters in J1O ." 164.68 .w 0iR *.. t. 9.93±0.03
. .. -.
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We note that the values of.. ddh quoted.above do not agree (at a given
heigh~t)with those obtained Using the fine control rod to vary reactor.

o ea l wih J.0msBi8 'height. Fo ealewihIO isigcritical height i63.6 cm) dp/dbwas
measured as .12 cml compared with 0.116% cm-i for the same critical
height with the fine control rod inserted to 33 cm (i.e. nearly fully in) and
all fuel present. This difference was about .5 standard deviations and was

'-typical of the results obtained (see Fig. 9). Although some difference in
dP/dh would be expected due to the different method used to change 'critical
height (i.e. a rod partially inserted-as opposed to a full length pressure
tube removed), it is surprising to find the effect so large, and further
theoretical investigation of this effect is clearly necessary.

4.5 Measurements of negative reactivity worths o'f safety and control rods

The simplest experimental technique is to measure the multiplication of
the system directly by means of the count rate registered by a BF3 counter..
Simple theory indicates 'that the negative reactivity is inversely proportional
to.the.count rate C. In-practice as the reactor becomes more sub-critical the
flux shape deviates further from the critical flux-shape, and thus the experi-
mental result becomes dependent upon the counter and source position. The
interpretation of these measurements is, therefore, not straightforward for
values of keff less than about 0.99.

In order to determine the constant of proportionality between negative
reaotivity and reciprocal count rate it'is necessary to measure the change of
count rate when a knodwn reactivity c1ange is made. We have assumed that the
reactivity difference between-critical heights of the reactor [inferred from
doubling-time measurements] corresponding to two settings of the fine control
rod is the same as the reactivity difference between these same two insertions
of the fine control rod with the moderator level equal to the clean critical
height (for whicd'multiplication measurements'were made). For'an axially
unreflected.core with a full length control rod, and the two control rod,
insertions corresponding to fully in and fully out, such an assumption would
be rigorous. Although none of the above provisos apply here the change in'
critical height between the .critical and suib-'critical experiments Was only
.4 cm, and any error will hence be small.

Suppose the critical heights corresponding to the two positions of the
fine control rod. re h1 and ½ respectively. Suppose also that with the
moderator height equal to the clean critical height these two positions of
the fine control rod in turn lead to measured count rates Cj and C2 (for any
or the experimental counters). Then the constant of proportionality for that

dpcounter, ( is given by

P2dh
dh

C1  C2

.Using Figure 9 the integral in the-denominator of the right hand side of-the
above is 0.225% for fine control rod insertions of 60.04 cm and 45.54 cm
respectively.
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TABLE II

Reactivities Deduced by Sub-critical Uultiplication Measurements

Fine. Negative reactivities % deduced.from counters
hoeigtor control . aroty (see Fig.7) arranged in order of distance from sourceheight rod . rod

cm) _posin (cm) positions ChII ChIII ChIV ChI Log A Log B Linear
- -- ,,

.158.6 60o4 - OUT 0.752 0.712 0.723 0.719 0.763 ( .648) 0.73
0.744. 0.753 0.760 0.783 (0.693) 0.74

- 45.53 0.527 0.503 0.513 0.515. 0.54.8 (0.446) 0.51

Bank A .158.7 99.8 I 8.7 6.4 59 7.1 .9.0 (5.6) 4.4

2nBoth Banks2.6 20.0 15.7 19.5 12.7 (9.4) 10.2

n Bank B _ 10.7 9.5 9.3 5.2 (4.5) 7.1
12N

121.9 OUT OUT 8.9 .8.3 77 7.2- 5.2 (4.4) 5.7

It is difficult to draw more than qualitative conclusions from these
results. The results from Log channel B. although quoted, were suspect since
the equipment was giving trouble at the time.

We notice that

(a)

(b)

The reactivity predicted was lower the further the detector was
from the source.

The chamber in the:reflector adjacent to an inserted bank of rods
registered a larger change of count rate, and hence a larger
reactivity, than one placed diametrically opposite.

Observation (b) may be understood fairly simply, since the -introduction
of a markedly asymmetric sink of neutrons will depress the flux in its
vicinity. Unfortunately, however, it is the change of multiplication of the
fundamental (and symmetric) component of the flux distribution which deter-
mines the reactivity change we wish to.klow. Under these conditions the
higher harmonic components will have been so predominant that it is doubtful

* whether any chamber.registered the required results.

Observation (a) was contrary to expectation if the variation with
detector .position were due to a component of the recorded-fluxooming- directly

* from the source. In an ideal case a detector placed such that the reactor
presented a point source to it (i.e. at infinity) should register true changes
in reactivity. The chambers sited in the reflector were far from this ideal.
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To sum up, therefore, the method of sub-critical -multiplication is not
ideal for the evaluation of control or safety rod worths, but it was considered
reasonable to use the lowest recorded value to satisfy the DIMPLE safety
criteria (3) (i.e. the reactivity worth of the least reactive bank of safety
rods, allowing for loss. of 2,C of the rods, must be greater than 1 .6%).

A better technique for this measurement would be to measure the prompt
neutron decay constant after applying a pulse of neutrons to the bub-critical
reactor. This technique measures the harmonic with the highest keff (i.e. the
fundamental) and should be independent of source and detector positioning.
Work on this technique is planned for the future.

4.6 Miscellaneous reactivities

Up to this point in time all 19 search tubes had been empty. The change
of critical height on filling firistly the centre twelve (in the core proper)
and then all but the two outermost was measured. The tubes then remained
filled.

Following this the reaotivities controlled by (a) a
and (b) .a " diameter fission chamber covered by a .04.0"
cadmium sleeve were measured when these were inserted in
tube near the core centre. The final measurement was of
coarse control rod.

12EB40 BFP counter
thick by 17 cm long
turn into a search
the effect of the

TABLE III

Measured
Reactor cdndition d Critical d p/dh Reactivity change Rema ks

Rectr oniton height (cm ) from normal % eak
: % cm

a Normal 158.03 .154.

Centremost 12 search
b tubes filled with D20 155.69 _ + 0.367

All search tubes. Reactor in this
c except X03 and Ci5 155.46 .160 + 0.403 state for remainder

filled with D20 of experiments

(c) plus cadmium
d sheathed fission 156.00 o - 0.086

chamber in centre

e (c) plus BF3 counter 55.90 _ _ 0.070in centre i59 -7

f (o) plus coarse 156.30 . . . .
controlrodfully in

I
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We conclude, therefore, that the clean critical height was 155.46 cm (strictly
slightly under this due to the effect of the two -measuring fission chambers
in X03 and C15, although their effect was much less than 0.05'cm).

50 Macroscopic Reaction Rate Distributions

5.1 Introduction

This section describes measurements made using *" diameter rigid stemmed
fission chambers inserted into flooded.(i.e. D2 0 filled) search tubes. Three
types of fission chambers were used, 0lt long'and. 51 long U235 coated, and 51
long Pu239 coated. The epi-cadmium reaction rates were determined by
surrounding the active regions of the chambers by..0.04V0 thick by.17 cm long
cadmium sleeves.. Fig. 11 illustrates the arrangement. Note that the cadmium
sleeve overlaps the active region.by 12 cm.

The reactor flux.was monitored using a similar chamber set up to switch'
*the'expbrimental counters off after a pre-determined count. As a general
rule at least three separate counts were made at each position, the total
number of counts recorded being well in excess of 105 at each position.. A
subsequent statistical check on one channel indicated that the drift of the
electronics contributed a random error.-0.1% in this case, and thus the ratio
of experimental counts to monitor counts on an individual reading would have
a 0.14% random error even with infinite count rates. From measurements
carried.out more recently it was estimated that the dead time of the counting
equipment was'about'1 .5 + .5 sec. The counting rates employed meant that in
.some oases the dead time correction was appreciable (up to 5%) and had to be
taken into account in the analysis of the results.

From the measurements made'a number of reactor parameters were deduced
as follows:-

(a) From measurements using brie chamber in one search tube at
different heights, both bare and cadmium covered, results from the
axial region with constant cadmium ratio were used to determine
the axial component of buckling.

(b) From measurements using-several chambers sited in turn in all the
search tubes it a constant axial position the radial'bare and
cadmium covered rzeacticn rates were' measured. The radial compo-
nent of buckling was deduced'from the results within the region of
constant cadmium ratio.,

(o) By measurements using chambers with different fissile materials in
the same position in the core, both bare and cadmium covered, the
cadmium ratios were deduced absolutely, and the"uranium to
plutonium reaction rates relative to a standard spectrum. The

* spectrum generated in the NESTOR graphite thermal column was used
as the standard (6), since the 5' long chambers had been previously
calibrated-in this spectrum (7).

Appendix III summarizes the radial measurements, and some distributions
are plotted in Figure 12. Appendix IV summarizes the axial measurements and
the axial distribution is plotted in Figure 13.
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5.2 Spectrum results

Examination of the results in Appendix III shows quite clearly 'that the
region of constant spectrum in this core is extremely small. The search
tubes situated two lattice pitches (48.26 cm) from the core centre are in a
softer spectrum than the equilibrium one,, but the search tubes at half this
radius are, within experimental errors, in the same spectrum as that at'the
core centre. We have therefore assumed that the measured (i.e. utcorrected)
equilibrium spectrum of the reactor is characterized by the mean of the
results in search tubes Kii and K13 (Figure 2) and is as follows:-

U235 Cadmium Ratio 21.233 0.60

Pu239 Cadmium Ratio = 30.74 ± 0.65

Pu239AJ235 ratio in reactor
Pu239/UJ235 ratio in NiESTOR. - 1i.218 ± .0.008

thermal column

To'arrive at the errors (standard deviations) quoted above we have
assumed initially that they are due to two sources:-

(a) Normal counting statistics.

(b) An amplifier gain drift error of 0.1% for each individual
measurement.

Based on the analysis (Appendix III) of many measurements taken in a single
search tube, the error computed above was increased, by a factor of Jr which
allows for the extra error possibly attributable to positioning in the search
tube. Finally (particularly important for the cadmium ratio results) allow-
anoe for a 33% uncertainty in the assumed dead time of 1.5 ji seo was made.

The Pu239/U235 ratio in the NESTOR thermal column is quoted to be
0.357 ± 0.001 (7) and has been remeasured recently (May 1963) to be 0.3514 ±
.0009. We have used the latter figure as'it is the one measured nearest to
the time of the experiments. The difference between the two values could be
due to gas leakage in the chambers.

The method of setting the counters up to ensure a given efficienoy at all
times is described in detail elsewhere (7) and consists of a technique which
sets the descriminator bias accurately at some chosen point of the neutron
energy spectrum independent of gain changes in the counting equipment used.
The results reported above have had no corrections made for attenuation of
flux by the fission chamber walls and active coating, or the effect of
displacing the D2 0 by the fission chamber. The method of making the former
corrections is also described in ref. (7).

5.3 Radial component of buckling 2

Since the spectrum is constant for search tubes K09, K11, and K13 only,
the radial buckling has to be deduced from these points alone. The error in
this. buckling is hence very dependent upon the accuracy with which the ratios
of reaction rates of K09/K1i and KR3A/KJ may be measured.
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In Appendix III, Table III and, the text that follows an analysis of all
*the measurements in these three positions has been made. There is a barely
significant difference between.the results from -K9 and those from K13. The
analysii shows that errors other than those due to counting statistics and
counter drift are present which in themselves are comparable to the known
errors. Taking this into account, allowing'for a systematic error in the
dead time correction applied, and taking a mean of all results from K09 and
W11. we obtain a flux ratio between these and K11 of 0.9530 + 0.0012.

This ratio may be used to deduce the buckling component in the radial
direction only if we assume that the macroscopic variation of flux is truly
a Jo Bessel function. The core is small and not by any means cylindrical
(see Fig. 1). Assuming that it is a Jo, however, and allowing for a 1% stan-
dard deviation in the radial position (consistent with the small and barely
significant difference in the measurements in K09 andaK13) we obtain:-

2 -
13 3.2 6 ± 0.11 m72

In order to illustrate how-dependent we are on the assumption that the
core approximates to a cylinder it is instructive to work. out p2 on the assump-
.tion that the core was of square section, and the flux cosinusoidal. On this
assumption p2 3.24 m-

*2
The random error (standard deviation) quoted on1P3 is thought-to be

realistic because

(a). It takes account of the observed asymmetry in the core between K13
and Y(09.

.(b) Measurements outside the region of constant cadmium ratio show
that the asymmetry is less rather than greater.at these points
(see Appendix III, Table I).

' (c) Measurements in later cores (which will be published later) con-
taining a larger region of constant spectrum have demonstrated
that the values of P deduced from measurement at' small radius were
consistent with those at larger radius.

(d) The value of P is independent of the functional form (Jo or cosine)
used to fit the observed-reaction rates.

What cannot, however, be accounted for in the above quoted error is the
uncertainty as to whether a measurement.in such a small core may be applied

* with validity to a larger (perhaps less well reflected) core.

As there has been some evidence that bowing of search tubes can lead to
* large errors in the reaction rate ratios in S.G.H.W. lattices in other plant

at Winfrith, an experimental check was made by rotating the search tubes in
KD09, K1i, and 1i13. The change of count rate was within, the expected errors
of counter drift and normal statistics,. and it was therefore deduced.that
this effect was not the cause of this discrepancy. Although the discrepancy
between K09 and K13 has been attributed to an error in radial positioning in
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computing P2o such an error (in the absence of bowing) was outside the
engineering tolerances to which the lattice plates have been made. More
recent work (which will be reported in a later report of this series) has
demonstrated that an apparent positioning error may be-reversed by exchanging
pressure tubes complete with fuel, and it is therefore more likely that the
observed discrepancy was due to a combination of cluster to cluster variations
of fuel and bowing of pressure tubes.

5.4 Axial component of buckling

The axial variation of flux was measured in search tube K11, both with
a bare and with a cadmium covered U235 fission chamber. The chamber was
connected to a calibrated rod which protruded through a gap in the top reactor
shield. This enabled an operator to move the chamber (which.controlled very
little reactivity) without reducing reactor flux. (The deficiency in the
shielding was made good by special portable shielding blocks designed to hang
on the edges of the permanent shields.)

The results of the scans have been fitted to an expression of the form

4 A cos ! (zi - z)

Where (^/H)2 is the axial component of buckling

z is the position of the detector in the ith measurement

z is the centre of symmetry of the flux distribution

4 is the measured reaction rate of the fission chamber

Values of A, Ha and zo were deduced by minimising the magnitude of the
function x2 where

'A 2
x2 A 00 i ( - os

* .Var .i

A computor programme was used which accepts as input the experimental counts,
monitor counts, time of counting, counter dead time, estimates of chamber
positional errors both.axially and radially, and the error due to counter
drift.. It computes the variance on each point (Var %i) due to these factors
and uses the inverse variance to weight each point.

The initial fits were made using all points within the core boundary.
Examination showed that there were systematic misfits close to the cluster
ends and the final estimates were obtained using only those points indicated in
Tables IV I and IV 2 of Appendix IV. The procedure-to arrive at this final.
fit was successively to reject measurements at 8ystematically increasing
distances from the cluster ends until the value of X2 approached the expected
value (i.e. the number of degrees of freedom) or the value of x2 on individual
points fell below 9 (i.e. .the discrepancy was less than three standard
deviations). For consistency both bare-and cadmium covered results were
rejected simultaneously, although Table IV I (cadmium covered) shows that
certain of the-points could have been re-introduced into the fit. Final
values of H, zoo and x2 (expected value equal to the number of degrees of
freedom or n-), where n is the number of points used in the fit) were as
follows:-
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Probability of
Dead time H z 2 Dere hi~s %2- being
assumed eo exoeeded in

normal sampling

Bare Zero .168.3 i .3 107.9 ± .1 28.5 6 <1%

Cd covbred 168.2 ± .3 107.3 ± 1 13.0 6 5%

Bare 1.5 x 10-6 seo0165.1 ± .2 107.7 ± .1 161 6 1%

.C covered 166.7 ± .2 107.3 + .1 8.3 6

The experimental results are recorded in Appendix IV and plotted in
Figure 13. As was expected the aluminium cluster ends influence the axial
distribution to a considerable extent. The effect of the 3.6 cm gap in the
uranium oxide between-fuel clusters was to increase the U235 total reaction
rate in the vicinity, and to decrease the cadmium covered U235 reaction rate.
Figure 13 shows this effeot quite clearly.-

The "goodness of fit" for the bare. results is worse than would be
expected from the statistics, but is satisfactory for the cadmium covered
results. If we examine Figure 13 it.is obvious that this is due to the
perturbations of the end fittings extending throughout the whole height of
the reactor. The result from the cadmium covered scan will therefore give a
more reliable estimate of the buckling.

Before deducing the axial buckling, however, we need to.correct the
fitted "height" for the reactivity of. the cadmium covered chamber. With this
chamber at the bottom of -the search tube the critical height was 0.4 cm
higher than when it was at the.-top (i.e. removed) and when at the centre it
was 0.7 cm higher. [The total change for the bare scan was only 0.15 cm and
may be:neglected.] The cadmium covered results are, therefore, obtained
under changing critical height conditions, but it would appear reasonable to
correct.:the observed height by one half the maximum change in critical height
observed (i.e. 0.4 cm). Thus Hca becomes 166.3 i .2 cm. Since the bare
result is a poor fit to a cosine we must reduce its.weight compared to the
cadmium covered result. Figure 13-sbows that the deviation of Odb W>oalo
from unity is 3% for the bare scan but. only 0.5% for the cadmium covered scan.
Assuming the under cadmium width to have six times the weight of the bare
width, the mean width was 166.1 i .2 cm. The error was then increased by.
0.45 cm to allow for an estimated 33% error in the assumed dead time of

* 1.5 Phsec.

Hence H 166.1 ± .5 cm

a = 1.891 ± 0.006 m 1

a2  3.576 ± 0.023 m-2

From Appendix IV the mean bottom and top reflector savings may be
estimated as 23.7 cm and 3.6 cm (allowing 0.4 cm off for the cadmium covered
result) respectively. The sum of the two reflector savings has an error equal
to that on H (i.e. * .5 cm).
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The error on a2 quoted above is based on the internal, consistency of
measurements made in the centre of the reactor only. In later cores (see
later reports of this series) axial measurements were made in more than one
radial position and analysis of these has shown no variation of CL2 with radius
outside the errors based on internal consistency. We have therefore no reason
to believe that the error quoted is, for this reason, too low. However,
before comparing these results with theory, one must carefully consider
whether the flux distributions in a lattice which has large periodic axial
perturbations can be used to deduce a buckling. In the absence of such con-
sideration it is recommended that the error quoted should be increased
appropriately. (See conclusions, section 8.)

6. Fine Structure in the Thermal Neutron Distribution

Measurements were made in the lattice cell surrounding fuel element JMO. The
centre of the fuel element was situated at 17.06 cm radius from the core centre.

One-quarter inch diameter by 0.005 inch thick manganese nickel alloy foils
(containing 12% En by weight) were used, situated in the tie rod, between fuel
pellets inside demountable fuel cans, on the outside surface of the pressure tube,
and on the inside surface of the calandria tube. Similar foils were attached to
the DIMPLE. foil machine (2). The foils were arranged in two planes 11.6 cm apart,
the height of the planes being such that the foils were in a region remote from
the end. of the fuel element clusters. Figure 14 shows the arrangement of the
foils in the reactor. The final mean experimental results are shown in Figure 15.'

Tiwo irradiations were carried out, and hence, with two layers of foils per
irradiation, four separate estimates of the fine structure were obtained.
Appendix V summarises the results from these experiments, and corrects the results
for foil calibration factors, macroscopic variation and axial variation. The last
named correction was necessary because of an error in the relative axial position-
ing of the foils in the moderator to those in the fuel. Since at the time of the
measurement it had been thought that fuel and moderator foils were in the same
horizontal plane, and the error was only discovered some time later, a small doubt
exists as to whether the correction applied is right, and hence the normalisation
between fuel and moderator results should be treated with reserve.

The results within the fuel are quite satisfactory but those in the pressure
and calandria tubes sh6w a greater variation from run to run. Since the calandria
foil was attached to the pressure tube by means of a phosphor-bronze spring (see
Figure i4), and the pressure tube was lowered into the calandria tube,
the radial positional accuracy was much less than all other foils. The foils in
the moderator were positioned on the foil machine described in'reference (2) and
their positional accuracy was also somewhat suspect. 'The foils in the fuel
(0.25" diameter sandwiched between 0.3" pellets) were carefully positioned by eye
concentric to the pellets.

The'errors quoted are based upon the consistency from set to set, since the
counting errors are obviously only a very small propgrtion of the total observed
spread. Each foil was counted for something like 10 counts. The foils were
unfortunately not calibrated until after the reactor irradiations and due to pres-
sure of other work only two calibrations were completed.
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Appendix I

Details of Core Materials

., 1. Nominal volumes of materials in regions other than the core (see Fig. 3)

These volumes have been computed from the Engineering drawing3,ana must
inevitably be somewhat imprecise due to welds, etc. They are, however, *useful as
guidance to'caloulations on overall reactor properties.

Region Volume'Pretg
(See Pi 3) Material Description (cc) Volume of

go region

F Graphite Reflector blocks 39 x iO5  89.4.

Steel Webs and base plate for reactor tank 2.5 x j05 5.6

Aluminium Fins and reactor tank bottom 2.2 x 105 5.0

C Aluminium Fuel support plate 93743
Centralising pin, bush, and plate 1762 i6.i
Level probes .125

Total Aluminium. 94630

D20 In reactor tank 4.95.x io 5  83.9

B Aluminium Section of lower lattice plate 59400
13 lengths of search tube 412
11 lengths of safety rod guide tube 834 10.7
3 lengths of level probe 79

Total Aluminium 60725

. D20 In reactor tank . 5.09x0 5  89.3

A Aluminium Part of ribs of lower lattice plate 4541
9 lengths of search tube 259
9 lengths of safety rod guide tube 359
Centralising pin 120 14.8.
24 lengths of calandria tuba 4866
24 lengths of pressure tube 3334
24 canister base supports for fuel 3938

Total Alumirium . 17417

Air Inside 24 pressure tubes 18164
etween the 24 pressure and

. calandria tubes 5093 19.7

. Total Air 23257

. D2 0 In reactor tank 7.71 x i14- 65.5

D Aluminium Lower lattice plate and upper ribs 8885
(over and above Centraliaing pin 90 10.2
that in region
B - the normal
core) Total excess Aluminium 8975
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2. Nominil areas of materials in regions above the bottom reflector

Regian G (D2 0 aide reflector)

Total cross-seational area

Cross-sectional area of 13 search tubes.

Average cross-sectional area of i1 safety rod
guide tubes

Region E (normal core)

Total cross-sectional area

Cross-aeotional area of 9 search tubes

= 3.87.x 104 cm2

c 6.1 CM2

e 13.8 GM2

* i.40 x104 am2

= 4.2 cm2

Average cross-sectional area of 9 safety rod
guide tubes - 11.3 Cm

Inner radius of pressure tube (Aluminium
Outer radius of pressure tube.on
Inner radius of calandria tube ( "
Outer radius of calandria tube ( "

Fuel - see section 4 of this Appendix.

*u 6.660 cm
a 6.985 cm
= 7.926 cm
a 8.414 cm

3. Measured weights, densities based upon nominal dimensions, and neutron
absorotlon nrnft*_ftan+4emft .A1ls+4wv +| to-~4 Al.+.lmt-A*-A -t VT.VFVP

9_w.~~ ~. V- ' V -@-w_-_^Xfi~w V"WIDI~BU
I230 mb at 2200 m/F)

Neutron cross-section
Measured weight Noinal Nomina relative to rditem volume density sadr

()(cc) (0.00508 cm2 /gm)

Fuel support plate (2.24 i .2) x 105 9.37 x 104 2.4 _ .2

Lower lattice plate (1.93 ± .2) x 105 7.28 x 1i04 2.7 I .3

Complete search tube 590 ± 10
379 oms long _ I /

40 oms of Centre of 52 ± 2 18.6 2.8 ± .1
search tube5222 e6 28:i

Complete safety roD ( off)1709 ± 2
guide tube (327 cm long) (16 off) 1144 ± 5

(Deduce? from above) 4.53 I 0.1 1.78 2.6 i .1

1 cm of slotted barrel 2 73 I 01 1 2 2.4+ 1
of safety rod guide tube . . . .

(20 off) (1 .45 + / 1e053
Complete pressure tube f 01 1./

(4 Coff) s 10 .031

1 cm of centre part of 3 ± * 13.93 2.7 ± .1 1.053
pressure tubes * 75 ___1_9__ - i05

(20 off) (2.52 + / / 1.053
Complete calandria tube .02)

(4 of) s 104 / 1.028

1 cm of Centre part of 66 ± .6
calandria tube o2505 7 I 1 I .053

*The existence of two thlocnesses of tube hao only recently been discoverod, and the
positions of individual tubes was not recorded. One may only therefore uae a
weighted mean in all positions.
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Note: The weights of fuel support and lower lattice plates quoted
obtained using two spring balances attached to cables slung to the
Thus the readings of the spring balances needed to be corrected by
of their angle.to the vertical. The results are hence believed to
accurate to within about 1ir.

were
plates.
the cosine
be

The errors on the other items are based on the spread of sample results.

4. Details of the fuel cluster (see Fig. 5)

Each channel oompriaes four cluster frames sitting one upon the other. The
details of each cluster frame.are as follows:-

.Nominal Nominal 2200 zVs
Clustr frM Diameter Height x-section

component (gi) (cm)g

Aluminium top plate 418.1 i3.19 2.38

Aluminium bottom plates 2894. 13.19 I .5.

Stainless steel tie rod O032'
plus nut 33095 1j 4 (rod only) 0037

Six stainless steel scirews 6.5 _

Total nominal assembled height of
average measured height of one.channel

*From page 11 of reference (1).

cluster frame
of 35.68 cm).

35.56 cm (compared with
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Each cluster frame contains-ninety fuel pencilis, each fuel pencil being as
follows (largely from reference 9).

Nominal measured 1

(1) Pencil length 35.05± .10 cm .

(2) Fuel length 32.00 .13.cm

.(3) Total weight of pencil . 177.6 gm.(mean of 5250)
(4) 'No. of pellets per-pen.ii

*(5) Mean pellet length 0.762 ± .003 cm

(6) Mean pellet diameter 0.759 ± .003 cm 0.760 t .002 cm

(7) Weight of oxide per pencil. 153.2 ± .2 gm

Atomic rat402.4o

(9) Isotopic abundance as % U235sw/w i .800 ± .005l.

(10) Thickness of Aluminium can 0.091 ± .008 cm

(00), Outside diameter of Al can 0.960 ± .023 cm 0.958 ± .005 cm

(12) lMasa of can . 24.4 gm (From (3) and (7))

(13) Neutron absorption cross-seotion
of can relative to GLEEP Al 1 .021
standard

Note: Reference 9, Appendx IIx , lists the uranium impurities, but these
are not repeated here.

The pencils are arranged in the
following radii:

Radius

0
1 .321
2.489
3.658
4.851
6.020

cluster with their-centres on ciroies of the

i (tie rod)

6. .

* 18.

24
* 30

t

:.*- 22 -
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5.. Properties of D20

Nominal'isotopic purity 99.7%.

Samples tested had measured iaotopio purities ranging from 99.725% to
99.715% during the experiment. The accuracy of the measurement is thought to be
to ± 0.003%.
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Mrpendix II

.Period-Reactivity Relationship

Pollowing similar arguments to those of reference (7) one may show that, for
a system containing U235, U238, and photo-delayed neutrons, the relationship
between reactivity p and doubling time T is of the form:-. *

* ~~~ t y ybylG

where T is the prompt neutron half-life.

hi mr are the delayed neutron half-lives of the ith, 3 th, and mth
precursors in U235, U238, and fission products respectively.

FP, 1p, are the fractions of fission neutrons born in U235 and..U238 which
-enter the slowing down" region.

FT is the fraction of fission product Y's which produce photo-neutrons in the
reactor relative to the fraction which would produce photo-neutrons when emitted
from a point source of fission products in an infinite sea Of b200

5 and P8 are the delayed neutron fractions in U235 and U238.

P is the number of photo-neutrons produced, per fission neutron emitted from
a point fission source in an infinite sea of D2 0, which enter the "slowing-aown"
region.

x.' and x are the non-leakage probabilities in the reactor, for delayed
fission neutrons and photo-neutrons respectively, relative to the non-leakage
probability for prompt fission neutrons.

Ri {a eto, are the fractional delayed neutron abundances from the ith
precursor E U2359 etc.

Note also that the effective delayed neutron fraction,

Peff *n (5 F5 + P8 F 8 ) t + P F .
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The data used were as follows:-

U235 U238 Photo-neutrons
= 0.006444 9 0.0157 = 0.0 2025

a amy/a

55.72 0.033 52.38 .0.013 1105000 0.0004.

22.72 0.219 21.58 0.137 190800 0.0008

6.22 0.196 5.00 0.162 15840 0.0033

2.30 0.395 1.93 0.388 5940 0.0233

0.61 0.115 0.49 0.225 1620 0.0208

0.23 0.042 0.172 0.075 462 0.0333.

144 0.0699

41 0.1996

2.5 o.6486

F5.

F8
FT

n

p

P eff

- 0.9683

0.0?317
. 0.25 [Value used in DIMUPE at A.E.R.E. - very arbitrary there-

1 .049 fore and may well be larger in this sort of system.)

= 1.022

M 1.4 x 10-4 seo. (i.e. lifetime - 2 x 1 04 sec.)

= 0.007098

Table of Values

Doubling Doubling
time P% time
(Beo) (sec)

5 0.3204. 40 0.1063

10 0.2363 50 0.0912

15 0.1923 60 0.0800

20 0.1639 70 0.0714

25 0.14+37 80 0.0645

30 01 283 90 0-.0590

35 0.1162 100 0.0543
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Appendix III

Radial Scan Results

Five different *" diameter rigid stem fission.chambers were used for these
measurements. Results are expressed, for macroscopic scans, relative to the centre
search tube Ki1, each counter being positioned at least once in this tube during a
soan. The 10' long chambers were positioned with their active region -317 cm from
the top of. the search tube gland, corresponding to a height from -the tank bottom of
-74. cm, which is roughly midway up the second fuel cluster (see. Fig. 3). The 5'

long chambers were similarly placed but with less precision axially (, ± .5 cm).
Since however the position chosen was very nearly in the centre of the axial flux
distribution no appreciable axial-positioning error should be evident, and this has
in fact been neglected.

Table I summarises the measurements of relative macroscopic U235 and Pu239
reaction rates. Table II summarises the "spectrum" results, which were obtained
similar fashion. Table III provides results in more detail for the centre three
search tubes. In all cases the ratios have been corrected assuming a 1.5 micro-
second paralysis time, although uncorrected ratios are shown in brackets. The
standard deviation on a measurement assumes

in

(a) Variance on count N = N.

(b) The counter drift introddces a 0.1% standard
regardless of the time or number of counts.
compute the variance (i.e. the square of the

deviation per count,
The expression used to
standard deviation) is

U
C

0

0*

I'

Var 7 _ 32 [ 1 + 0

1, 1 o n0o "IM,

+ - + 2 x
n M

0 0

° 7 ( A1 + Io5

where C1 and Xi are the mean counts from the
monitor chamber respectively, there being nj
each means , * ,

measuring chamber and the
measurements involved in

and Cop MOP and
in the standard

no are the same factors when
position (i.e. Eli).

the measuring chamber is
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Table-I

Suary of ladial vaeroseaio Reaetic4 I.tew ir.ewnts (figues in 'bruckts are results reocted for dea. tin)

U235 Measuements Bare Pu239 Mesurents Bare U235 Woasurement uandr cadd p239 Xe ta umder r-f

fl)too £ | -tioSt o 5 R x tio | RRatio Ratio S I. t ° tioSDS.. S.D. S.D. S.D. S.D. S.D. S.D. S.D. RtoS.D. RtoS.D.Rai S.D.
=9 24.13 0 .946 0-53 0_9585 0.21(049176) (0.9588)

113 0.9439 0.53 0.9550 0.23 0.951.3 0.11 0.9580 0.25 0.9551 0.13 0.9300 0.20 0.9535 0.36 0.9555 0.25 0.95W 0.11 0.9382 0.63 0.9502 0.22 0.9431 O0.1-(0.948)_ (0.9558) (0.9575) _ (o.9583) (0.9566) (05.9306) (.5536) (0-9557) (0.9553) (0.9382) (0.9502) (0.9434)
D07 48.26 0.82634 0.53 0 8297 0.24 M0m810 0.27 0.7978 0.20(0.8262) (0.8294) (0.8115) (0.7591)

D15 . 0.8238 0.53 .W8267 0.24 0.848 o0 0.7776 0.20 7m) 0.66(0.8265) (0.8324) (0.8058) (0.7780) (0.7777) 6

011 * 0.8234 0.53 0. 777 0.20(0.8261) (o71
CA I o.e2o 0.53 0.7906 02C

(0.8307) (0.75906).

a13 54.05 019479 0.53 0.6284 0.20
- *. (0.91.88) - - - - - - (0.6303)* - _

n15 68.29 1 A114 0.53 0.2740 0.23* (1.1385) (0.2X6

3D5 72.39 0.9158 0.53 0.3962 0.22*(0.91173) (0.3982)

X17 * 0.9100 0.53 0.9250 0.25 0.8424. 0.26 0 3919 0.24 0.3971 0.8
(0.9M1) (0.9263) (0.8435) (0.3939) (0.3973)

El1 W 0.9i106 0.53 0.3865 0.2=
(0.912i)l (6.3884) ___

3113 76.25 1 .0106 0.53 0.2399 0.40-10 .(1.0 ) 
(0.2413)

017 86.87 0911 0.53 . (0.0306) 43(0.942) (0036

119 96.52 0-7907 0.53 0847 0.24 0.6834. 0o 0.0346 4.1(0.7916) (0.8275) (0.6853) (0.0349)
l 07721 0.5 0° 352 4.1

nCl 99.40 0.7080 1 o.a200 5.2~~(0.7755) - - - - - - - (0.05)- - -

I
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Table II

Summary of Radial Plutonium-and Uranium Reaction Rate Ratio Results
(figures in bra6kets are uncorrected for dead time)

Pu, lo the ratio of plutonium to uranium counts with fission chabnbers bare.
±ls the ratio of bare to oadmium covered counts with the U235 chamber.

Rg :i the ratio of bare to cadmium covered counts with the Pu239 chamber.

PV/U in DInmE _5

Positiotx
Result R Result SD Result

S.D. SOD. SOD.

11 0.4220 0.15 21 .23 0.21 30.74 0.28
(0.4411) (19.66) (29.67)

0.4390 0.25
(041.438)

X13 0.4223 0.15 21 .20 0.22 31 .18 0.30
(0.4407) (19.70) (30.09)
0.4405 0.25

(0.4450)

IKt5 0.4278 0.25
(0.4318)

K07 0.4303 0.25
(0 .431.3)

E17 0.3999 0.26
* ~(0.042)

K19 0 3638 0.27
(0.3675)

=ETOR.
Thermal, 031 0.25
Column 035
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Table III

SummarY of Reasurements in K09 and KJA

Fission Bare or Uncorrected Corrected. %
Position chamber cadmium ratio, ratio standard

used covered -deviation

K09 101 U235 Bare 0.9534 0.9506 0.12*
0.9566 0.9538 0.12*

. 0.9548 0.9520 O.19*
* 0.9524 0.9494 9.11*

n0.9536. 0.9507 .0.11*
. 0.9476 0.9466 o.53.

U/C 0.9588 0.9585 ,0.21.

X13 10' U235 Bare 0.9567 0.9539 0.12*
0.9580 0.9555 0.12*
0.9448 0.9439 0.53

5' U235 0.9558 , 0.9550 . 0.23
0.9575 - 0.9543 0.1

5' Pu239 0.9583 0.9580 0.25
o.9566 0.9551, 0.13

10' U235 U/C .0.9306 0.9300 0.20t
5' U235 0.9g536 0.9535 0.36

n if 0.9557 0.9555 0.25
0.9553' 0.9543 0.11

5' Pu239 n 0.9382 0.9382 0.63
0.9502 0.9500 0.22
0.9434 0.9434 0.41

*Not recorded in previous table.

Weighting each point with its inverse variance we hive, for
ratios,

the corrected

K09 Mean
Weighted S.D. e

0.9516, y2 - 20.5, Degreesof freedom = 6

K13(except point /)

All(exoept point /)

Mean
Weighteea S.D.

= 0.9541,
Si 0.0004 .

= 0.9530,
= 0.0003.

X = 23.3, Degree bf freedom = 12
5 . , D r o e 1

x2 = 56.i., Degrees of freedom = 19Mean'
Weighted S.D.

The probability of exoeeding the X2 . obtained is in each case <1%, and we must
therefore conclude that the distribution contains errors other thca those assumed
(for example, positional errors, dead. time correction errors). There is a barely
significant difference between measurements in K09 and K13. 'If we scale up the
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weighted standard deviations by the square root of (observed %2 /degrees of freedom),
that is we assume the additional errors have weight proportional to the knovn
errors, we obtain

(Ko09) n 0.9516 ± o.0009
7 (K13) R 0.9541 + 0.0006
} (overall) * 0.9530 ± 0.0005

The oorresponding'figure for ( (overall) for the ratios unoorrected for dead time
is

7 (overall, uncorrected) 0.9551 ± 0.0005, thus the dead time correotion,
with an uncertainty of 33%, introducea an additionil systematic error of 0.0007.

We conclude, therefore, that the mean of all measurements of the flux ration
in K09 an K13 relative to the centre, is

g 0.9530 ± 0.012

If we now assume that.p is given by

J0 (24.13 ) (i.e. Radius r 24.13 cm)

To ar 2 Var r +Var,Then Vsr p2 =~~ 2Va
r r J1  (24.13 P)

Assuming a 1% uncertainty in r (i.e. r = 24.13 ±t 24 cm)

2-
1.2807 ± 0.030 m 2

2. -2

p =5 3.265 + 0@10 m2:
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Appendix IV

Axial Scan. Results
.4

Table I

* e

Cadmium Covered Results

(1) (2) (3) (4)M . (5 (6) (7)

Counter Axial Monitor Time for (2)/(3) ( X2
position chamber chamber count ACo9 -° (5)1(6) fitted. points

(cm) counts counts -(see) tormea onl

160 2166580 1.2 x 1o7 195 0.16666 0.17503 .0.9522 _

155 2552478 n. 0.19694. 0.19935 0.9879 _

150 2876130 n .0.22248 0.22240 1 .0004. 0.02

145 3142050 .0.24355. 0.24321 1.0014i 0.47.

140 3372630 n 192 0.26160 0.26183 0.9j91 -

135 .3565998 . 0.27702 0.27816 0.9959 _

130 3733860 195 0.29078 0.29203 0.9957 -

125 3876000 0.30219 0.30233 0.9995 _

120 3995880 192 0.31150 0.31191 0.9987 0.61

115 8145000 2.4 x iO7 384. 0.31767 0.31772 0.9998 0.01

110 4100370 1.2 x 107 192 0.31991 0.32071 0.9975 2.24

105 4094019 0.31940 0.32081 0.9956

100 4055061 . 0.31626 0.31810 0.9942 _

95 3987540 0.31083 0.31258 0.9944 _

90 3892470 n 0.30318 0.30428 0.9964

85 3766062 195 0.29337 0.29331 1.0002 0.01

80 3605091 0.28047 0.27970 1.0028 2.26

-75 _ _ _ _ _ _ _

70 3169209 1.2 x io7 195 0.24571 0.24518 1.0022 1.16

65 3863608 1.6 x 107 260 0.22419 0.22454 0.9984 _

60 2607000 1.2 * 107  195 0.20123 0.20195 0.9964 _

55 2300292 0 0.17713 0.17755 0.9976

50 1966731 0.15105 0.15161 0.9963 1.46

_ 3 -
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Table -II

Bare Results

t1) (2) (3) (5) -(6) (7)
Counter Axial Monitor Time for (2)/(3) (z-Z ) X2

position chamber chamber count correcte ACos (5)(6) fitted points
(cm) counts counts (seo) time odlg

160- 3247520 2 x 106 148 1.64499 1.75892. 0.9352 _
155 3890920 n 1 .98427 2.00718 0.9886 -
1 50 4358420 n n 2.23371 2.23732 0.9984 0.51
145 4767360 n 2.45393 2.44723 1 .0027 1.67
140 5168320 " 2.67173 2.6350l 1.0139 _
135 5525620 n n 2.86739 2.79899 1 .10244
130 5772640 n 3.00354 2.93768 1 .0224 -
125 5894160 n n 3.07078 3.04981 1 .0069 _
120 6013540 n n 3.13702 3.13440 1.0008 0,22
115 6083480 n n 3.17590 3.19065 0.99541 6.86
110 6167660 n " 3.22278 -3.21806 1 .0015 0.69
105 6210501 n 3.24667 3.21638 1.0094 -

100 6211740 n n 3.24736 3.18564 1 .0194 _
95 6128520 n n 3.20097 3.12612 1.0239 _
90 5916680 n 3.08327 3.08340 1i.0000 .

85 5645690 n n 2.93348 2.92316 1 .0035 3.53
80 5355300 n n 2.77393 2.78151 0.9973 1.99
75 _- -_ _
70 4719040 2 j 106 148 2.42781 2.42433 1 .0014 0.45
65 _- -
60 3954380 2 106  148 2.01799 1.97961 1.0194 _
55 _ _ _ _ _ _
50 2896540i2 x 1o6 148 1.46183 1.46368 0.9987 0.1 6

For both bare and cadmium covered runs, the centre of the counter would have .
been level with the following positions at the following scale readings:-

Positica

Bottom of fuel
Top of 1Jt cluster

n n2nd "
n n3rd n
n n4th n

Clean critical height

Scale
Rdg.

Wcm.

1 66.8
131 .1

95.4
59.8
24.1
28.4.
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ARpenaix V

M anganese Foil Irradiationi

-Table I

Basic Results

Details of irradiation

Run No.:- I.

Date:- 25.6.62

Diagram:- See Fig. 14-

Axial foil positions:- 54.0 cma., 61.62 cms., 75.44 cms., 83.06
bottom of fuel)

cma., (above

Results

Radius Radius ctvtFol Corrected Ma~cro- corrnte
Foil from cell from core Poll (Arbiitray) calrto activity scopic, cretd
Posa. centre, centre No. (rits fabtor (for each correction activity X

*(cm) (cm) factor) factor. to centre)
foil

54.0 0 17.062 - - - -
1.322 15.740 45 133585. 1.00004 133580 0.97955 0.33370

. 2.489 14.573 81 136014 0.98033 138743. 0.98278 o.34546
3.658 13.404 74 149022 0.91186 163426 0.98542 0.40582
4.851 12.211 58 156562 0.96995 161412 0.98789 0.39982

* 6.020 11.042 78 189905 1.02848 184646 0.99008 0.45637
6.993 10.069 33 251629 1.00676 24.9930 0.99178 0.61666
7.938 9.124 52 245169 1.01387 241815 . 0.99323 0.59577

61.62 0, 17.062 - - _ _ _
1.322 15.740 29 133773 1.0oo66 133645 0.99235 0.33407.
2.489. 14.573 47 138680 0.98370 .140978 0.99563 0.35124
3.658 13.404 41 147785 1.00301 147342 0.99830 0.36612
4.851 12.211 44 16 991 0.97013 166978 1.00080 0.41387
6.020 11.042 35 190996 0.98778 193359 1.00303 0.47820
6.993 10.069 31 233737 (uncal. 233737 1.00473 0.57707

22.11.62)
7.938 9.124 77 218721 218721 1 .00622 0.53921

.75.44 27.71 12.88 57 298978 0.98084. .304635. 0.96556 0.77204
n 12.55 8.62 22 337389 0.99674 338492. .. 0.97285 0.85142

. 21.62. 5.88. 40. 348758 0.99420 350793 0.97600 0.87952
18.98 2.58 10 367244 0.95080 .'386247 .0.97822 0.96621
16.29 1.12 84 393566 0.98407 .399937. 097866 1.00000

83.06 27.71 12.88 .60 270714 0.97185 278555 0.90045 0.76736
12.55 8.62 51 287651 0.94065 305800 0.90724 0.83613

j 21.62 5.88 56 328175 1 .00377 326942 0.91017 0.89105
n 18.98 2.58 37 348556 0.97645 356962 0.91225 0.97066

16.29 1.12 32 .361211 0.98177 367918 0.91265 1.00000



Table I

Basio Results (Contad)

Details of £rradiation

* Run No.:- II

Date:- 26.6.62

* Diagram:- See Fig. 14

Axial foil positions:- 54.0 oma., 61.62 oms., 75.44 ems., 83.06 oms. (above
bottom of fuel)

Results

*Radius Radius Cretd Mco
Foil. from cell from cell Foil Activity Foil C iiy 3oi orrected. ~oo
Foa. oil aotrv).yascopit corrctiviycentre centre No. (a'tay airton (for each correction atvt

(m (c)units aco factor) -factor (normal'isod.
to centre)

foil

54.00 0 17.062 52 89031 i .01387 87813 0.97642 0.31606
1322 15.740 78 93140 1.02848 905608 0.97955 0.32491

n 2.489 14.573 58 93121 0.96995 96006 0.98278 0.34331
3.658 13.404 74 0.91186 0.98542 _
4.851 12.211 81 112975 0.98033. 115241 0.98789 0.40996
6.020 11.042 45 133797 1.00004 133792 0.99008 0.47491
6.993 10.069 33 176287 1.00676 175103 0.99178 0.62048
n 7.938 9.124 42 170510 (uncal. 170510 0.99323 0.60332

22.11.62)

61.62 0 17.062 - - _ _ _ -

1.322 15.740 35 92933 0.98778 94083 0.99235 o.33483
2.489 14.573 44 95510 0.9703 98451 0.99563 0.34922
3.658. 13.404. 41 103376 1.00301 103066 0.99830 0.36461
4.851 12.2i 1 43 114401 0.98330 116297 1.00080 0.41039
n 6.020 11.042 29 132784 1.00066 132687 1.00303 0.46722
6.993 i0.069 21 162867 (uncal. 162867 1.00473 0.57248

22.11.62)
7.938 9.124 37 153170 n153170 1.00622 0.53760

75.44 27.71 12.88 57 206879 0.98084. 210920 0.96556 0.76769
.12.55 8.62 22 237789 0.99674 238567 0.97285 0.86179
21i.62 5.88 40 243352 0.99420 244771 0.97600 0.88137

n 18.98 2.58 10 256160 0.95080 269415 0.97822 0.96791
n 6.29 1.12 84 274038 0.98407 278474 0.97866 1.00000

83.06 27.71 12.88 60 188295 0.97185 193740 0.90045 0.75987
12.55 *8.62 51 204404 0.94065 217301 0.90724 0.84590
21.62 5.88 56 227326 1.00377 226472 0.91017 0.87875
n 18.98 2.58 57 242436 0.97645 248283 0.91225 0.96119
16.29 1.12 32 253711 0.98177 258422 0.91265 1.00000



Table II

Summary of Results

C = kean ratio of activity in run i to that in run i for each position
measured.

C21 81 .Ot 597 C = 0099468
31 C4 = 1 .01987

. :Radius

Foil from cell x1 CM '2 C2i x3 C3i z4 C4J Mean Standard
Poan. centre xC 1  3 44 Iendeviation

(cm)' . ._. ___ _ _. _

54.0 0 _ 0.31435 - 0.31435 :± .0135
In between' 1.322 0.33370 0.33941 0.32315 0.34.148 0.33444 '± .0067
fuel 2.489 0.34546 0.35685 0.34145 0.35616 0.34998 i .0067
pellets 3.658 0.40583 0.37197 - 0.37185 0.38322 ± .0078

4.851 0.39982 0.42050 0.40774 0.41854 O.41165 ± .0067
6.020 0.45637 0.48484 0.47234 0.47650 0.47276 4. .0067

Outside of 6.993 0.61666 0.58629 0.61712 0.58386 0.60098 ± .0121
pressure tube

Inside of 7.938 0.59577 0.54782 0.60005 0.54828 0.57298 ± .0121
cal. tube

n 12.55 0.85142 0.84948 0.85712 0.86271 0.85518 ± .0052
1 6.29 1.00000 1.01597 0.99468 1.01987 1.00763 :t 0052

.Moderator n 18.98 0.96621 0.9861 6 0.96266 0.98029 0.97383 ± .0052
n 21 .62 0.87952 O.90528 O.87659 O.89621 0.88940 ± .0052
_ 27.71 0.77204 0.77961 0.76353 0.77497 0.77254 ± .0052

Remarks

1. The macroscopic correction factor includes a height correction to bring
each foil position to 511.0 cmi.

2. The standard deviations have been estimated from the average r.m.s.
deviations of the individual results from their means, taking the fuel,
pressure and calandria tubes, and moderator results as separate sets in
cooputing.the averages.
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Appendix VI

* Lu/Mn Results

Self-absorption correction-to observed Lu/Mn ratio

[We are indebted to Mr. W. A. V. Brown for this seotion]

Consider an activated foil of finite thickness with its diameter large oom-
pared with its thickness, and assume that the Y sources are evenly distributed
throughout the foil. When the Y-radiation from this foil is counted from one side
.only, some attenuation of the y' a by the material of the foil ocours. The trans-
.mission factor T., defined as the attenuated emission divided by the unattenuated
emission, is given by:

- F2 (° X).
T . (-

where .s WX-

W is the foil thickness in & cm2

X is the T mass absorption coefficient in om2/gm

X /p where p is the y absorption coefficient (ontr) '

p is the foil density.
.

72 (, x) ' 2 (t) dt
0

where 2 (t)exp (-Y) dy

y

(.vaiueso°fEn (bs x)= b e2t (t) dt are.tabulated by Van de Huist in
Astrophys-Jnl. Vol. 107, No. 2, p.24 (1948).]

Assuming that the counting efficiency of the Nal crystal is constant for all
radiation from a given element, and that 2% geometry is obtained, the mean trans-
mission factor for the element will be the energy-dependent transmission factors
weighted by the T abundidnce.at each energy. We have assumed that all radiation
from manganese has the transmission factor appropriate to 0.82 MeVp sinoe the
largest effect is for the 113 and 208 KeV radiation from luteoium.
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The following data was used:-
I;.

Mass absorption coeff'ts X
.Eement Y Energy V Abundance (cm2/gm)

0.82 MeV 0.208 MeY 0.113 MeV

Mi 0.82 77 .065 .145 .300
. 177 23 .

Lu . ( 0.113 31. .79 ..660 2.350
(0.208. 69:

Mg ' - . .068 .i20 .105

0 . . -. .070 .120. .145

The foils used contained the following proportions:-

Lu 14.1 ± 0.2 %'by weight. ..

Mn 6.o± o.1
Mg. 52.0

0 37.5 .

I,

fi

I'

. . Lu

.If we define (') no absorption

;Ti
then F = -n

L, u . .

Lu
UP observed

The Table below gives values of F as a function of
and foil mass (for 0.42 inch diameter foils).

foil thickness (in igcJ2 ),

Foil thickness . Mass of 0.42" dia.
(8 /CM2) *. foil gm.

0. . ..
0.1 . 1.024 0;08.9
0.2 1 .040 .. .0.179
0.3 1.055. 0.268
0.4 . .069 . .0.358

. . 0.5. . 1.082 .. 0.447
0.6 . 1.096 . 0.536
0.7 1.108 . 0.626
0.8 1.120- .0.715

. 0.9 1.31 0.804..
.1.0 . 1.1403 '.894
.1 .1.155 0.983
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Table

Basie Results

NWo.- I
Date of Irradiatio:- 25.7.62
Tine of start of irradiation:- 13 bra. 13 mins. 37 sees.
Length of irradiationt- 45 NifI3.
Time of start of c ting:- 6 brs. 48 in 25 sees. en 25.7.62
Tie of start of Ti eouting:- 9 bre. 43 zime. .O 27.7.62

4.

I - ,

lea II

-?oI peon. Rm LU LWeEn lmass (rceti eII Ratio ofheight above fom 7e oi 3 saturatiai saturationc satura~ tion Lwinorece i cr it~obottom of Centre ito. (g) activity activity activit ciem cor W e tofuel (ems.) ty factor

51,.0 ma. 0.80 D6 - i64743W± 1827 261350 ± 12439 1.5B6 ± 0.078 1.0387 1.6%7 ± 0.081 1.304. ± 0.011 1.263 ± .o63
1.95 D5 0.28678 355332 ± 3676 63t157 2005 1.6977 0.059 1.0572 1.794 ± 0.062 . .376 + .0.7
3.15 D4. 028971 378761. ±3904. 635293 ± 20791 1.677 ± 0.0538 1.0578 1 .774 + 0.061 1.360 ± .01+7
" 4.30 D3 0.33888 1.65930 ± 4750 77221t ± 23883 1.658 4 0.05. 1i.0655 1.767 ± 0.058 1.355 ± .046
5.45 D2 4 169495 ± 4786 756826 ± 23530 1.612 ± 0.053 1.064 1 .7t6 0.o56 1.316 ±.043

Time of start of Va counting:- 18 brs. 18 Uin3. 40 secs. on 25.7.62
TiMe of start of Lu caouting:- 9 bra. 42 mins, on 31.7.62

fromCOU Pon assW L0% l/ftRatio of?Oi posa. t3Lu rLt r1ti/ n core- Corrected In core to
conta N* (S) attvit7 activity activity to wtWSRVS

75.5 12.59 Dti 0.34220 1000142 ± 4080 1559210 ± 23605 1.559 ±t 0.024 11 1 .662 ± 0.026 1.304± 0.011 1.275 ± .023
16.29 D1O .0.31281 1097688 ± 4388 1692969 ± 24790 1.5.2 ± 0.023 1.06t5 1.637 ± 0.0241 1.255 ± .022

* 18.98 D9. - 1008718 ±4 4101 1340169 ± 23435 1.527 ± 0.024 1.06144 1.625 ± o.o26 1.246 ± .023
27.71 D7 0.29236 784622 ± 3376 1232172 + 20669 1.570 ± o.a27 1.C58t t.661 ± 0.029 1.2714 ± .025



Table I

Basic Results (cnt'd)

Run No.: 3l

Date of frradiation:- 26.7.62

Time of start of irradiation:- 13 hra. t2 mns. 17 saecs.
Length of irradiation:- 45 mina.

Time of start of Mn. counting:- 14 hra. 13 mins. 20 secs. on 26.7.62
Time of start of Lu counting:- ii hra. 18 mins. 6 seos. on 31.7.62

I .

I

Foil posm. RadiuS L Masshe gh a o e ro oi M ssc rr c- C rr ct dLuA ~n R atio ofhegh *abovce from cPoil Ysas saturation saturation saturation cc Corrected in core tobottom of cell No'. (gm) a tvtaci tyciv y. tic. clxnful centre factor

54.0 mas 0.80 D14 - 201461 + 4125 394026 ± 12040 1i.956 ± 0.072 1.0387 2.032 ± 0.075 1.304 ± 0.011 1.558 o .059
1.95 D17 0.33592 323925 ± 6565 700341 ± 15212 2.162 ± 0.06Q4. 1.0648 2.302 ± 0.068 1.765 ± .054.
3.15 D15 0.36229 376146 ± 7613 794553 ± 15950 2.112 ± o.o6o 1.o693 2.258 ± 0.064 1.732 _ .051
4.30 Di8 0.34901 385023 ±_7787 810048 ± 16330 2.104 ± 0.060 1.0663 2.2143 0.06l+ 1. 720 + .052
5.45 D16 0.37516 466307 ± 9410 9419577 ± 17739 2.036 + 0.056 1.0713 2.181 ± 0.060 1.673 ± .048

58.60 102.4 D12 0.31264 696119 1179402 1.694 _ 0.045 1.0615 1.798 ± 0.048 1.379 ± .039
- 13996 ±20078 _

*measurement in K19 search tube (i.e. in D20 reflector)



Table II

Resultn of Foil Calibrations in the NESTOR Thermal Column

Run No.: I II

Date of irradiation: 29.8.62 June 1962
Time of start of irradiation: 9 bra. 18 miis. Refer - SGHN II

Length of irradiation .4 bra. *NESTOR oalibrations

Time of'itart Mn counting: 19 bra..38 m. 13 a..on 29.8.62

Time of start Lu counting: 10 hrs. 16 m. 45 i. on 31.8.62

Mean Mean
Run Foil Mass M LU. Lu/n mass Corrected' corrected

saturation saturation saturation corre¢- ratio forNo. No. ( ) activity activity activity tion Lwn 0.4215" dia.
factor foils

I D29 0.33113 310841 375651 1.208 + .029 1.281 .± .031 1 .3C0F .011
" D34 0.3311 3301 390484 1.183 ± .028 1.06037 1.2514. .030

n D35 0.33182 335941 398502 1.184± .028 1.255 .030

II Refer to 1.222 .029 1.296 ± .031

SGWI II 1.233 i .029 1.307 .031

n NESTOR 1.223 ± .029 1.o6037 1.297 ± .031

n calibrations 1.317 ± .029 1 .397 ±+.031

.265 ± .029 1*341 ± .031
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Table III

§ummarv of results of Lu/Mn ratio

-LiVI.tn Ratio Relative to N~ESTOR Thermal Column

Rafius Run No.
Poil Posn. from cell Remarks

centre II.

In between fuel 0.80 1.263 + 0.063 1.558 ± 0.059 No mean is
penoils 1.95 . 1376 ± 0-047 1.765 + 0.054 quoted due

3.15 1.360 ± 0.047 1.732 + 0.051 to the
4.30 1-355 ± 0.046 1.720 + 0.052 inoonaistenoy
5.45 1.316 ± 0.043 1.673 ± 0.048 of the results

On DIMPIM foil 12.55 1-275 ± 0.023
maohine in . 16.29 1.255 +!0.022
moderator 18.98 1-246 +±0.023

27-71 1.247±+ 0.025

In D 0 refleotor 1.379 ± 0.039

f
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Manganese/Luteoium foil irradiation

Table IV

Basic Results from the Manganese Aotivitv.

Run No. II

Date of irradiation 25-7-62 26_7-62

Axial foil positions 54.0 ems., 75.5 oms. 54.0 oms.

F'inal
Foil 1aisRdu corrected

fro fro ..a ..Run ovtn fo fr5 mass masro- a.t0vitun aboveo .oell oore No gm- Saturation oor~td soopic nomlle
o. fbottom Oen'tre centre, Activity crece co cin t or3is at

.fue (ems. (oms.) f1a, orctionr' ~ a
factor 1.95 cms.

P.0.R.

I 54.0 0.8' 16.26 D6 0.17188* 16474.3 958477 0.96284 0.77586
1i.95 15.11 D5 0.28678 355332 123904.0 0.96570 1.00000
3.15 13.91 D4- 0.28971 378764 1307390 0.96848 1.05214
4.30 12-76 D3 0.33888 465930 1374911 0.97092 1.10369
5.45 i1.6t D2 0.331131 469495 .1417857 .0.97315 .1,13556

75.5 12.55 8.62 DII 0.34220 1000142 2922683. 0.95720 2.84003
16.29 1.12 DIO 0.31284 1097688 3508784. 0.96292 2.84003

n 18.98 2.58 D9 0.33113i 1008748 3046381 .0.76249 :2.46686
27.71 12.88 D7 0.29236 784622 2683753 0.95069 2.20011

II 54.0 0.80 16.26 Dt4 0.17188* 201461 1172103 0.96284. 1.21912
1.95 15.11 Dt7 0.33592 323925 964292.. 0.96570 1.00000
n315 13.91 D15 0.36229 376146 1038246 0.96848 .07360
4.30 i3.76 D18 0.34901 385023 1103186 0.97092 1.13789
5.45 11-61 D6 0.37516- 466307 1242955 0.97315 1.279t1

Remarks

* As these speoially shaped foils are unweighed, a mean figure for, the foils in
this fuel position is used.

I Also unweighed foils. The mean mass Usea is obtained from the masses
0.4212k dia., foils.

A Height correotion is inoluded in the omarosoopio correotion faotor.

*- 1 2 _- *.

of all the

. .

I . ..



Table V

Summary of Results

Mn Activity from LuA/n

C21  Mean ratio of activity in run 2 to that in run i for
C each position measured.

C 0.9594321

Radius
Foil from c ell xC Standard

Posh, centre 1 11 2 21 eann
(cm)

54.0 0.8 0.77586 1 .16966 0.97276 0.19690

1.95 1.00000 0.95943 0.97972 0.01545

3.15 1 .05214 1.03004 1.04109 0.01545
. 4.30 1.10369 1.09173 1.09771 0.01545

5.45 i.13556 .1.22722 1.18139 0.04583

n 12.55 2.37978 _ 2.37978 0.02185

n 16.29 2.84003 _ 2.84003 0.02185

18.98 2.46686 2.46686 *

27.71 2.2001 - 2.20011 0.02185

i *Error uncertain since foil was unweighted. A 13% spread
in foil masses indicates the uncertainty to be of order
i 5%.
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